
Cooking 
course

Learn how to make typ-

ical Italian and Marchi-
giani dishes

Would you like to take a cooking 
course during your holiday in Le 
Marche to learn the most delicious 
Italian and Marchigiani recipes? Well 
now you can!

After a successful cooking course we 
organized for guests of Le Marche 
Explorer in the villa they rented, we 
agreed with Cristina, a local chef, to 
also offer it to all our other guest

Together with Cristina you will put 
together a menu with typical Italian 
and Marchigian dishes (starter, main 
course and dessert). And of course tou 
will be able to eat it afterwards!

If doing it at your holiday accomoda-
tion is not possible, Cristina can also 
arrange a location where you can learn 
the tricks of the Italian and Marchigian 
cuisine together! Or if you want to 
follow the cooking course with family 
and/or friends or another family who 
are staying in the same accomodation, 
that is of course also possible!

General information

You can contact chef Cristina directly 
via WhatsApp +39 329 621 6368. You 
can then discuss with her exactly what 
you want to learn to cook. Be quick so 
you won’t be disappointed when t’s 
fully booked. Cristina speaks perfect 
English and will make your holiday in 
Le Marche even more memorable!

C O O K I N G  C O U R S E
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Delicious!!

L E  M A R C H E  E X P L O R E R

Christina’s cooking class was absolutely wonderful. She taught 

us and our kids (10/14) how to make pasta from scratch and sev-

eral other dishes and gave us plenty of tips and tricks. She al-

lowed us to f ilm her techniques so we could copy them at home. 

We had a great time and would def initely recommend booking 

Christina’s cooking class.
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A presto!

Facebook

Instagram

The lovely Cristina at work!

https://le-marche-explorer.com/
https://www.facebook.com/LeMarcheExplorer/
https://www.instagram.com/lemarcheexplorer/

